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27 Freshmen
In Contention
For 5 Offices

Petit Jean Wins Again;
Is Seventh All-American

Twenty-seven aspiring freshmen put their political fortunes
on th e line today as the largest
class in Harding's history went
t o the polls to elect three class
officers and two representatives
t o the Student Association.
Polls were open in the Student
Center today from 9:45 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. for the election of
class president, vice-president,
secretary-treasurer and men's
and women's representatives to
the SA.
Since early Monday morning
posters and banners have decked
th e Student Center, and campaigners have displayed tags and
pins . Freshmen candidates made
two-minute speeches last night
to their classmates.
Election results will be posted
today and run-offs will be held
tomorrow.
The seven candidates for president are Jeff Black, Dallas, Tex.;
Mike Chandler, Little Rock;
Richard Fitzpatrick, Battle Creek,
Mich.; Thomas Alvin Hicks,
Spring Hill, Tenn.; Rickey Jones,
Siloam Springs; David Pace,
. Searcy; and Dale Turner, Highland, Ill.
Four freshmen vie for vicepresident. They are Gary Coates,
Ellisville, Mo.; Linda Johnson,
Atlant a , Ga.; Alva Leon Kee,
Dolores, Colo.; and Tom Porter,
Spr ingfield, Mo.
Secretary-treasurer candidates
are Sandie Burk, Baytown, Tex.;
Jan Chapman, Dallas, Tex.; Mary
Beth Parks, Coldwater, Miss .;
Lynn Rolen, Overland, Mo.; and
Sheri Tipps, Fort Worth, Tex.
Seven coeds seek the SA representative position. Candidates
are Donna Duer, Opelika, Ala.;
Genice Cobb, Rossville, Ga.;
Sandy Green, Chesterton, Ind.;
Nyla Jane Greenway, Paragould;
Cynthia Hawkins, Oklahoma City,
Okla.; Pat Kimbro, St. Peters,
Mo . ; and Debbie Pearce, Lake
Jackson, Tex.
Men candidates for SA are
Fred Bailey, Memphis, Tenn.; Ted
Tex.;
McLaughlin, Vernon,
Ronnie Reeve, Siloam Springs;
and Mike Whitaker, Memphis.

By Dennis Organ
Harding's yearbook, the Petit
Jean, has done it again!
For the sixth consecutive year
the college annual has received
the All-American rating from
Associated Collegiate Press.

LEADING A DISCUSSION at Saturday's Leadership Conference,
SA vice-president Bob Rader answers a question from the floor.
-
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Not only was the 1965 book
the sixth straight winner for
Harding, but also it was the
seventh in the past eleven years.
The 1955 Petit Jean won AllAmerican acclaim, as has every
book since 1960.
Evans Editor
Tom Milton, 1966 editor, received word from ACP headquarters Monday that the book
edited by Judy Evans last year
was a winner.
Mike Waters was last year's

Student Leaders Hear Gilliam
"Leaders are made, not born,"
stated Dr. Bob GiHiam, associate
professor of psychology. and
sponsor of the Student Association, at the annual Leadership
Forum held last Saturday in
the American Studies Auditor~
ium.
Club, class and organization
presidents assembled to brainstorm for ideas on campus activi ties for the coming year. The
official purpose of the forum
was to help campus leaders develop the qualities of leadership
1.11d to obtain ideas gleaned from
the br ainstorming sessions.
Dwayne Van Rhee:tJ.en, S. A.
President, welcomed the delegates to the forum preceding
Dr. Gilliam's address. Using
slides, Dr. Gilliam illustrated the
four characteristics of leadership,
·
w h'ch
1
are a sense of respons1bility, adaptability, sensitivity
and the ability to communicate.
Bomb Simile
Gilliam concluded his talk by
urging all leaders to be like a
cobalt bomb. "The cobalt bomb,
when exploded, scatt ers it s parts
. over a wide range," explained

Dr. Gilliam. He said that the
three qualities enabling leaders
to spread influence were knowledge, spizzerinctum (drive or
ambition), and a sincere desire
to serve.
Following the speech, the 90
delegates separated into eight
small groups in which each
threw out suggestions to different problems. Some of the
topics discussed were school
spirit, Homecoming activities and
Christmas projects and party.
After a break, a panel discussion was held reviewing the
problems of Homecoming and
school spirit, the Christmas
party, track and field day and I"
proposal for Cultural Emphasis
Week which was moderated by
Jim Anderson, senior Men's
r epresentative.
Spirit Discussion
To close the forum , a general
discussion was held wherein the
delegates voiced their opinions
on the proposals. The. delegateE
supported the discussions on
school spirit which included proposals to improve the pep rallies ,
to get to know the players and

to personally encourage the
players of all sports during their
special seasons.
Also a discussion was centered
around the various ways a
Cultural Emphasis Week could
be staged successfully.
Upon the conclusion of the
forum, a freshman delegate said
enthusiastically, "It was really
"Teat!"

business manager. His assistant
Randy Robinette, is manager this
year.
Carla B. Waldeman, judge who
rated the Petit Jean, had this
comment concerning the book:
"A well-planned book - excellent in presentation and display.
. . . Good luck to a capable
staff!"
7050 Points
The Petit Jean received a total
of 7050 points in racking up the
All-American designation. Seven
thousand was needed for the
rating.
The basic style and overall
display drew excellent ratings
from the judge in individual
comments, as well as the presentation of all areas of the
book.
The guidebook which accompanies the rating and certificate
describes the All-American rating as one which "represents a
'Superior' rating and is reserved
for the top publications."
Staff at Work
Milton and his staff are currently at work on the 1966 book
which may well follow in the
tradition of its predecessors.
Dr. Joseph Pryor, faculty advisor recently announced that
applications for 1967 editor and
business manager of the yearbook are due to him in writing

by Saturday, Oct. 2. Those selected by the junior class will serve
this year as assistants to Milton
and Robinette.

'65 Drama Choice
Is Shakespeare's
'Dream' Fantasy
The Speech Department announces that its major fall production will be A Midsummer
Night's Dream by William Shakespeare to be presented Nov. 19
and 20.
Try-outs wm be held at 6:30
p.m., Thursday, Oct. 7, in the
small auditorium of the administration building. Director Odis
J . Clayton, Jr., stated that there
will be twenty-one speaking
parts plus several walk-ons. All
students are invited to tryi out.
This delightful fantasy is said
to be one of Shakespeare's most
entertaining comedies. The humorous intrigues of the lovers, the
ludricrous entertainment prepared by the clownish workmen,
and the mischievous: pranks of
the fairies will afford a most enjoyable introduction to the art
of the live theatre in general,
and Shakespeare in particular,
said Clayton.

~lections Spark St:udent: Creat:ivit:y
By Ann Camp
"Near the foothills of the
Ozarks, midst of hill and plain ..."
lies a fountain of youth which
bubbles on special occasions and
canrot be rained out by the Arkansas monsuon season.
Harding is the home of this
bubbling. fountain and class elections bring out ·the sunshine ol
creativity in spite of the rain and
the cold weather.
These elections are in contrast
to state and national elections,
as a fresher, younger viewpoini
is the theme of the campaigns.
What could be more youthful
than a small poster saying "Vote
for Tommy Baby!"?
Economy Necessary
Whereas the professional politicians spend vast amounts, the

college student must economize
on his weekly check from home
to influence his voters. The college politician must stand in the
student center and pass out
Fritos, whereas the pro hands
out souveniers, stickers, nametags and embossed pens.
'S till, the excitement of competition, the air of the campaign
and the thrill of voting are present in our student elections,
just as they exist in state and
national elections. These elections
are good practice for the future
and they provide an outlet for
leadership qualities.
The collegian's viewpoint on
many subjects are evident in
their var ied campaigns. Tom
Blucker told his voting public
to "Check T.B.," using the
medical association to back him

SNEA Welcomes Future Teachers
On Thursday, Sept. 16, Harding's chapter of the Student
National Education Association,
the largest Arkansas chapter,
had a tea in the small auditorium of the American Studies
building to welcome the new
members of the organization.
Delmer Odell, local president,
gave the welcome address and
introduced the officers for the
school year. 0th er s are
first vice-president, Richard Abshire; second vice - president,
Linda Williams; secretary,
Loretta Taylor; treasurer, Kay
Bonnell; reporter, Mary Rogers;
historian, Kathy Sims; public relations, Paul Hess; and sponsor,
Mrs .. Maude Montgomery.
Dr. W. K. Summitt, a profes-

sor of psychology at Harding, introduced the educational faculty
and presented a short speech on
the ed11cational program at Harding.
In his talk, Dr. Summitt
spoke on the various qualities,
such as honesty and integrit y,
that teachers should have. He
also stressed the importance of
making good grades in college
for character references in the
future.
Following the program refreshments of cold drinks and cookies
were served at a reception.
SNEA is a professional organization for students who plan to
be teachers. Monthly meetings
occur throughout the year, and
there is an annual banquet and
luncheon.

up. Another poster with subtle
lipst ick smudges claimed that
the Counsel of Oral Hygiene approved of him.
Media Parodied
Advertising media is parodied
as students urge the voters to
put a "tiger on their team" and
to get with the "IN crowd."
Television and newspaper entertainment is used to get the
vote of Harding's
students.
Dennis the Menace, B.C . and the
P eanuts comic strips are used.
Also, a four-foot sign of Frankenstein and Alfred E. Neuman demand that students vote for the
candidates.
Political slogans, such as " In
your heart, you know it's Work"
a nd "Do away with poverty in
the South, Go North!" illustrate
the collegian's idea of forceful
campaigning. Dale Work and Tim
North were the objects of the
campaigns.
Vitality Freshness
The political scene of today's
college candidates is surrounded
with a vitality and a freshness
of expression which is· current
on college campuses throughout
the nation. Harding is no differeent.
Monday, hordes of "green"
freshmen , grasping their posters,
signs and endless rolls of masking tape, waited out in the cold
morning for the 7:00 deadline to
come so that they, too, might
join in the dog-eat-dog world of
the politican.
Today the future campus leaders offer a smile and a soggy
Frito to their voters. Tomorrow they will emerge with the
right political principles and a
desire to lead their country.

LAYING PLANS for the coming year are upperclass presidents, sophomore Gailyn Van Rheenen,
junior Phil Dixon and senior Tom Blucker.
- P HoTo BY MAUDLIN

Upperclass Elections

.

GraduafeChosen
Rheenen Danforth fellow

Blucker, Dixon, Van
Capture Class Presidencies
Tom Blucker, Phil Dixon and
Gailyn Van Rheenen emerged as
respective presidents of the
senior, junior and sophomore
classes last week after the most
spirited class election in recent
years,
Nine upperclassmen survived as
many as three run-offs in the
election involving 35 officeseekers. Other winners were
seniors Pat Hile, vice-president,
and Kay Crawford, secretary;
juniors Bill Culp, vice-president,
and Dianne Davis, secretary; and
sophomores Dale Work, vicepresident, and Kay Bonnell,
secretary.
Seniors Vote 90%
Enthusiastic seniors supported
their candidates through three
days of elections with a voting
percentage which h o v e red
around 90% consistently.
Juniors and sophomores, however, had considerably fewer voting. Only half of the juniors
voted Wednesday and 44 % cast
ballots Thursday. Sophomores
totaled! 70 % , 58% and 44% on
successive days.
Vigorous campaigning transformed the Student Center into
a maze of posters, leaflets, placards and banners hailing the

~

merits of candidates who kept
looking, for room for more propaganda.
Three-Day Races
The longest races developed
for the vice-presidency of the
senior and sophomore classes
andl for the secretary of the
seniors. Hile defeated Dennis
Organ, Kay Crawford won over
Marilyn Cobb, and Work outdrew Louis Butterfieldl in those
three-day contests.
Blucker and Jim Wilson waged
a close battle for the senior
presidency, with the North Little
Rock native winning in the first
run-off. Eliminated! earlier were
Richard Abshire, Clair McKean
and Dan Smith.
Other senior candidates were,
for vice-president, Mickey Jones,
Jim Kee, Ron Castleman, Keith
Straughn and! Tim North, and for
secretary, Martha Terry.
Dixon Tops Kelley
Junior p r e s i d e n t Dixon
from Newport, won a two-man
contest against Gary Kelley, as
did Culp over Bruce Howell for
vice-president. Dianne Davis· defeated Fay Bush in the first runoff after Pat Chambliss and Lee
Ellen Hendrix had been eliminated.

John F. Wilson, a 1959 graduate of Harding College and 1961
graduate of the School of Bible
and Religion in Memphis, has
received a Danforth Fellowship
in the form of a campus ministry
grant which he will use at the
State University of Iowa.
The grants, which are for one
year of study, enable campus
ministers to deepen their educational resources by undertaking programs of advanced study.
Recipients must have completed
three years of full-time professional work in the campus
ministry.
Wilson, who is now minister at
Southwestern Missouri State Colleg.e, received a B.A. degree in
Bible from Harding. While a
student here, he was president
of the Student Association, a
member of Alpha Chi honor
society and was elected to Who's
Who in American Colleges and
Universities.
He was also a member of the
A Cappella Chorus and received
both the outstanding freshman
and outstanding upperclassman
music award.
Only one other person connected with Harding has received a
Danforth Fellowship. Dr. James
L. Atteberry studied at the University of Texas in 1961 with a
Teacher's Grant ..
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From the Editor's Desk:

Promptness an Important Virtue
In Reputation of Dependability
More than anything else, promptness is a sign
of dependability. U'he more involved one becomes
with others in his various pursuits, whether they
be studies, employment or service, the more important dependability becomes to him and for him.
Outweighs Other Factors
The employer looks for dependability just as
does the teacher. They both know it means dedication
and drive which may finally outweigh the superior
ability of another who is not so dependable.
Promptness as a virtue is ea~ily applied to our
habits in attending chapel. Being late for the service without good cause is rude and distracting to
others.
New students should be reminded that during
songs and scripture readings is not the time to find
one's seat if he is late. Waiting until the end of a
song or scripture means less confusion and distraction and will help minimize a condition which can,
as has been seen in the past, get out of hand.
Students Often Rude
It is probably those who might have caused the
chapel service to begin late by their tardiness w~o
are the first to squirm and shuffle when the dismissal bell rings before the program is completed.
Such actions are easily magnified when hundreds
begin gathering books, coats, etc., and are unforgivably rude to the speaker.
It is true that the best situation is for chapel
programs to end on time. But in speech-making it is
easy to plan carefully and still run a minute or t~o
too long. The most important point of the talk will
likely be planned for the last, and when impatient
students lose attention the situation becomes almost
hopeless.
Improving our own habits of promptness should
precede our judgment of others. Development in this
area can be a great asset to our reputation, as well
as being a help to others through our dependability
and patience.
-D.0.

Isn't It Wonderful?
Isn't it wonderful to attend a college where God
is stressed and isn't shoved into a corner? Here we
are encouraged, even required, to attend the ~~urch
of our choice. Our teachers exhort us to be religious;
our student friends show us by their example. As
Coach Groover said one Wednesday, it's easy to be
faithful here because God is here. God is everywhere, but here He is evident.
Love of America Stressed
Isn't it wonderful to attend a college where
America is stressed? Here we learn of its faults, but
we are offered solutions in a climate conducive to
finding answers rather than finding faults. Here the
faculty urges support of American policy rather than
urging disobedience to that policy. Here students
study for truth without banding into free (foul)
speech movements.
Isn't it wonderful to attend a college where the
teachers tell us of God, instead of denying His
existence? Some people may think that if one is
objectively taught according to modern science he
will realize the foolishness of God. Those doubters
forgot to talk to Dr. R. T. Clark and the other
teachers who know both science and religion and see
no conflict between them.
Students and Faculty Friendly
Isn't it wonderful to attend a college where the
students are friendly with each other and with the
faculty and vice versa? Where teachers are friends
who want to help their students instead of devoting
all their time to that next book? "Publish or perish"
is common to the faculties at many schools. It may
gain prestige for the institution, but it doesn't gain
education for the students.
Isn't it wonderful to attend Harding College?
We think it is.
-D.J.
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Starr's Newscast Caused by Mistake
By Margaret Ashton
The Friday morning news
summary by Professor Jerry
Starr is actually the result of a
wrong number.
"Joe Segraves ought to be
doing it," says Mr. Starr, who
has been doing an admirable job
of it himself..
Last spring Dr. Benson decided
that a needed feature every
week in chapel was a fiveminutes' scan of national and international news, since most
students lack either the time or
the inclination to read a daily
newspaper to find out for themselves.
Business, Not History
Seeking someone in the history department over the· phone,
he reached Jerry Starr, who
patiently explained that he was
in the business department. But
Dr. Benson persisted, asking if
he read the newspaper regularly.
So Mr . Starr was "selected."
To appreciate the five-minute
summary of news, one must
know what the youthful teacher
does to compile it.
Television news reports at 6
and 10 every night offer good
glimpses into the important

events of the day, but he always
checks the newspapers, mainly
t hose in the library, for more
detailed stories, explaining that
the Gazette and the Democrat
aren't complete in coverage. If a
story breaks early enough in the
week, he uses the Wall Street
Journal or the New York Times.
Research Needed
Still, the popular press prints
only the immediate situation. For
technical research into the background of often far-reaching
problems, Mr. Starr uses the
Congressional Record, Problems
of Communism, National Review,
Business Week and other such
periodicals. Reading these can
give insight into causes of many
of the situations which rise to
national and international importance.
"One thing will be of primary
emphasis in the news. Crises
stand in first place in reports of
significant n a t i on a 1 events
around the world," says Mr.
Starr. However, if this is not
the case, he will often cover
several les!i! significant topics.
Preparing speeches for Friday
morning chapel isn't Jerry Starr's
only pastime ; he also teaches

several economics cours-es. Those
who have had him in the pa.st
and who now have him will enthusiastically tell how he can
make the seemingly dull required
economics course an enjoyable
one.
No Teaching Plans
Teaching, however, was not
the profession Mr. Starr had
planned to pursue when he graduated from the University of
Texas with an MBA; he had
plans, which are now entirely a
thing of the past, to be a stock
broker.
But a friend who had applied
for a teaching position here· told
him of the fine reputation of Harding College and advised him to
come here if he ever wanted to
teach. He contacted Dr. Roy
Well borne and as a result became a member of the faculty
and says, "I thoroughly enjoy
my work and plan to stay with
it .."
This is the kind of teacher it
is a joy to have for class: one
who loves his work and shows
it by his own enthusiasm in
teaching. He is certainly a
"Starr" in the Harding constellation.

1~~---1

Rats and Roachss

New Dorm May Present Problems
BY JIM WILSON
Harding College b r o u g ht
higher education to northeastern Arkansas at a time when the
people of the flatlands bent their
bodies and wasted their souls
over a plant called cotton while
the humble Oza rk Mountain
folk were just awakening from
habits Elizabethan or older.
Through untold hard work
and sacrifice a legitimate institution was built that put a good
college education within the
reach of almost any who would
put out the effort.
THE IDEAL WAS to have a
community of inquiring scholars
who accepted a basic faith in
Jesus Christ and the revelation
of Him through the New Testament but who were otherwise
unhampered by considerations
not related to the quest for
knowledge.
With a combination of an
other-worldliness and a desire
to disseminate what earthly
knowledge it could, Harding set
out to serve the area's people
an d to influence American
thought as well.
BUT THIS WAS no new idea.
It was simply a t wen t ieth century
application of the same principals that raised the lot of serfs,
of women, of children and of
slaves in other centuries - just
Christianity.
When for personal gain others
were babbling "classless society,"
Harding had something fantastically resembling true equality. If
there ever was a social structure
encrusting our student body it
has always been based on personal achievement alone,
WHEN THE TIME was ready,
without fanfare, Harding was the
first private school in Arkansas
to integrate Negroes into its
classes. Already it had long had
students of various other nonCaucasian races. Human dignity
was honored at Harding not just
for the sake of uniqueness nor
because it was a popular slogar.
but for the sole reason that we
would follow J esus' example.
Working students at Harding
have never suffered for respect.
Many of the most outstanding
Harding people have worked for
part of their expenses. Clothes
and cars have never been status
symbols here . This is the way
it has long been.
But the present exigencies of
the hour - the push for higher
standards of academic excellence
and the big jump to meet the
post-war baby boom - may soon
affect the uniqueness of Harding.
THE COLLEGE'S SINGULAR
characteristics have long survived repeated attempts to secularize her, overwhelming debts
which nearly forced her fiscal
foreclosure and religious partyists
who tried to undermine her
orthodoxy. May her ideals continue to overcome.
A few years ago with the construction of Graduate Hall the
first distinction was made be-

tween Harding students. As it
happened the choice between living in double rooms or in more
expens.ive single rooms was usually just a matter of personal
preference and did not affect the
social scheme of the campus in
the least.
This year with the opening of
the Charles White Dining Room,
costing $10 a month more than
the old one in Pattie Cobb Hall,
a more discriminatory, if still
minor, distinction is being made
between students. P r e s i d e n t
Ganus observed recently in
chapel that some students did
not want to eat in the new dining
room for fear of being thought
"snobs."
RIDICULOUS THOUGH it may
be to call those who eat in the
newer location snobs, it is clear
that some cannot affort to do
so.
The college is now constructing a new mens' dormitory reported to have air conditioning.
Although we do not know yet
what school policy will be, in
light of the two prices for dining
facilities, some students fear a
higher rate of room rent for the
new dormitory.
In the eyes of at least this student the tendency toward different price levels for various
qualities of student accommodations is unfortunate .
THE FIRST THOUGHT is that
the school must be practical. It
is economically unsound to
charge the same prices for different levels of service. This is

a very flimsy answer since the
whole idea of supporting such
an institution as this by voluntary contr ibutions is economic
quixotism anyway.
We are often told that we pay
for only about one half of the
cost of operation of the school.
Numerous benefactors contribute
the rest. Thus, none of us, by paying a few dollars more has any
right to significantly better accomodations.
On what other basis could the
school possibly operate? Traditionally the choice of dorm
rooms has been made according
to class seniority. This allows for
no unhealthy distinctions.
COULD NOT OTHER improvements be meted out to students
by the same method? If such
improvements cannot be financed
by the school, some student expense increase would be understandable . If the improvement
could not be financed by moderate cost increases to all students
equally or by the school itself,
it might be more advantageous
to the purposes of Harding not
to acquire such an improvement
at all .
Maybe the changes are necessary. If so it is more than regrettable, and this may be regarded as a well-intended eulogy
to what was.. If conditions do not
make change really absolutely
necessary, may this be registered
as one student's reauest that we
give up proven paths for new
ways only after grave consideration.

Men Sans Socks
Editor, The Bison:
With Harding's record-breaking enrollment, surely we've all
had the opportunity to discover
many more shapely ankles gracing the campus. Too many, in
fact!
Don't despair, ladies! we certainly don't mean you. This is
in reference to the other half of
the student body.
We're all conscious of the new
fad which most high school boys
are going through wearing
shoes without socks . It is surprising and disappointing to see
this craze exhibited on the Harding campus.
No doubt it started on the
tennis courts and _in the gymnasium; and then it ventured out,
and into the Student Center. But
should it have ever got into the
classrooms and even in church ?
A student told me, "After all,
the church is only a buildingand it was the Wednesday night
&ervice." I may be wandering off
the subject at hand; but surely
every Christian agrees that his
body is the church. Don't dishonor yourself and God by entering into worship in such a
manner.
In one of his sermons, Brother
Brewer told us that someone
asked him if he ever prayed with
his hat on. He said that he had
done it - without thinking, of
course - but he would try to
remember not to do it in the
future.
We all tend to get in a hurry
at times and forget things. But
these are not absent-minded students. I don't propose to know
why fellow classmates would
want to stand out from the rest
of the class in this manner. Nonconformity, maybe? ... or even
conforming with non-conformity.
We can only hope that the
problem will soon solve itself; and
that a specific rule does not have
to be entered into the student
handbook ordering male students
to wear socks.
Mike Johns

OLAPA Needed
Editor, The Bison,
I note with interest and enthusiasm that an orgianization
such as OCAPA is available for
inquiring students. If the organization's title is indicative of the
kind of inquiry the group perpetuates, then it is high time
that our student body have an
OLAFA
Organization for
Liberal Academic and Political
Action.
Surely we should all benefit
from active, enthusiastic and intelligent discussion of both sides
of the continuing "political and
academic" questions. Indeed, how
els·e does one decide in the fight
for truth and freedom unless he
is informed!
Sincerely,
Earl J. Wilcox
Associate Professor of English

Dhanarat Discusses •••

Asian Nationalism--Rising Political Force
By Dhanarat Yongvanichjit

Therefore, some of the so-called
"Nations" are not nations at all,
according to any of the generally
accepted definitions of that term.
In view of this fact, one has
to recognize the existence of
nationalist forces and movements, most of which are still in
the process of creating their
national images.
INDEED, ASIA'S modern history is the history of the impact
between the political ideologies of
the East and West. That of the
latter was considered to be
superior and thus was imposed
on the former with the primary
interest of expendiency.
As a result, the colonized
countries reacted with strong
resentment. Nationalism arose
and was finally: equated with
WHAT IS HAPPENING among
anti-colonialism.
the Asian intellectuals is a
However, love, of country when
strong se nse of universal connarrowly conceived can, like a
sciousness. Everywhere the peosimilar love of one's religion,
ples there are beinsr rut .,,:i,.;ft
caste-group, language or whatfrom their traditional moorings
ever, blind one to membership
and gathered into larger and
in and responsibility towards the
newer political! communities.
Yet this process is by no means. family of man.
POPULATION INCREASE conuniformly advanced. In some
countries the forces. d 1 - -"l
stitutes another stressing problem in Asia. Thanks to the blessparticularism and of tradition
ings of modern medical science,
are still deeply entrencued.

Nationalism is among the most
important forces shaping the
modern world today. Like freedom, it is a double-edged political force. In this world of const ant threat and uncertainty,
there is an unmistakable sense
of compelling urgency about it.
Today in Asia, as earlier in
Europe, there is a Faustian passion for development and change.
Thanks to the marvelous development of Wes,t ern technology,
particularly in the field of communication, the living thoughts
and insights of various· countries
and cultures on earth are no
longer restricted to provincialism.

the death rate has dropped considerably. On the other hand,
the increase in food supply has
not been s.tepped up proportionately. The eventua} outcome indicates a clash between the poor
of the East and the rich of the
West.
One thing seems clear: there
in no very powerful awareness
of, or desire for, Pan-Asianism.
Asia is not really a sociocultural
entity at all; it is simply a geographical· expression..
THE PRESENT SITUATION
suggests that the age of nationalism will bring further political
conflicts and divisions. One can
only hope that the leaders· show
greater wisdom than their former rulers and refrain from
exalting the nation-state into a
god.
In short, nationalism in Asia
must be projected toward the
future, not to the dark yesterday.
For, indeed, the pas.t is
checkered with conflict, suppression, exploitation and humiliation; white the future consists
in harmony, mutual respect, cooperation and dignity of man
and nation.

Placement Office
Reminds Seniors
To Check Records

'Outreach' Plans Progressing

The Placement Office makes
t h e following announcements
concerning seniors who will
graduate in January, June or
August.
Those who have already registered with the Placement Offic£
should check with that office to
make sure that their records are
in order. Accounting and business administration majors are
asked to come as soon as possible, since recruiters in these
fieMs start arriving on the campus early in the fall.
Mid-term graduate students
who will be doing supervised
teaching during the fall semester
are advised to come by the office several days before they
leave to make a final check of
their records.
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M. Norvel Young, James Waler Nichols, Otis Gatewood, Ira
1ice and George S. Benson ,hese men are among the im)ressive group of evangelists who
rill soon be arriving, on the Harling campus for the world
8Vangelism workshop, "Opera~ion Outreach," to be h eld Oct.
9-11.
Also converging on the cam_Jus will be approximately 700
·o 1000 visitors from over 14
!olleges across the country.
Jeveral colleges, including Pep.)erdine and York, have indi:ated that each will send at
east one busload of students to
·'Operation Outreach."
To prepare for this massive
neeting, scores of Harding stuients have engaged in duties
·anging from welding parts of a
~entral display to writing articles
for brotherhood publications.
Nine committees involved in
the tasks such as transportation,
"iousing, design and secretarial
work have been laboring on the
workshop since last spring.
Heading the student-directed
workshop is the steering committee composed of five members. Earl Davidson, Sonny Guild
and Pat Hile are serving on the
co=ittee headed by Ralph McCluggage and Dwayne V an
Rheenen.
The various social clubs are
also involved in the project in
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Mrs. Kellar Fulfills Ambition
Through Public Relations Job

You Are Always Welcome

i

i
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STUDENTS
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HART AUTO SERVICE
• Love Bright Diamond Rings
The Registered Diamonds that Assure you of
Permanent Value Always

• Sterling Silver by Gorham, Towle, Wallace,
and International
• China by Lenox and Syracuse
• Crystal by Tiffin, Glastonburg
Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in
Jewelry and Watch Repair
...

Parrish Jewelry

"Service is the Heart of Our Business"
CH 5-3221

1204 East Race

Also, releases are sent out to
hometown papers when a Harding students does something
noteworthy or receives recog'lition in any way ..
Mrs. Kellar is a Harding
u urnna, having attended here
for two years. During that time
she co-edited the Bison and wrote
a regular column. She then
married Wayne Kellar, a West
Virginian, who is now personnel
manager for Remington Office
Machines, and they eventually
returned to Searcy to make their
permanent home.
They have three children,
Stephen, 11; Kim, 12; and Mary
5.

Ganus Elected To Head
Chorus for Second Year
Clifton Ganus III was re-elected president of the A Cappella
Chorus last week by the 70member group.
Also elected were Dan Smith,
vice-president, Paula Spencer,
secretary, and Dennis Organ, treasurer. Organ's term will also be
his second.
Ganus, a senior music major
from Searcy, is a member of
Belles and Beaux, Alpha Chi and
was elected to Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities.

FOR THE BEST IN EATING

Welcome Back Students

Make The

KROH'S LADIES APPAREL
See Our New Fall Sports Wear
100 North Spring

Your Headquarters For Good Eating

CH 5-4415

Highway 67 East

Court Square
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Looking For Shoes?
See

The Store Where Your Dollar Buys More
-

COUPON -

Coupon Worth $.50

HEUER'S SHOE STORE
"Shoes For the Entire Family"

Van Heusen Sport Shirt.
MUST HAVE COUPON FOR DISCOUNT

VAN-ATKINS
114 North Spring

• Jacquelines, Connies,
Paris Fashions
• Weinburg Massargic
City Club, Wesboro

LANGLEY'S NATIONAL FABRICS
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IIE conducts competitions for
the U. S. Government scholarKEEPING UP IN THE NEWS, Mrs. Alice Ann Kellar checks on
a recent local story.
- PHOTO BY MAUDLIN
ships offered under the Fulbright-Hays Act as part of the
educational and cultural exchange program of the Department of State. This program
which is intended to increase
mutual understanding between
the people of the United States
and other countries, provides
By Margaret Ashton
Handy Attribute
more than 900 grants for study
Harding College has played a
"I've always tried to keep up
in 54 countries.
great part in the life of new with happenings at Harding,
Applicants must be U. S. citi- assistant director of publicity even in a unofficial capacity,"
zens, who will hold a bachelor's and publication, Alice Ann Kel- :;he said. This is an attribute that
degree or its equivalent by the lar. Since she heard the A will come in handy in the PR
beginning date of the grant, and Cappella Chorus at age 10 in her department where it is neceswho have language proficiency home town of Waldo, she has sary to know everything that is
sufficient to carry out the pro- wanted to become and has finally :;oing on everywhere on campus.
succeeded in being a part of thE It's a fulltime job just keeping
posed projects.
..ip on news.
Exceptions are made in the institution.
September 1 began an entirely
case of creative and performing
The job she holds requires a
artists who need not have a new career for Mrs. Kellar. Shr mriety of talents, but she has
had
never
before
done
work
of
bachelor's degree but must have
::>ther intersts too. Much time is
four years of professional study this sort and she is still learning consumed as president of her
from all the old hands in thr Garden Club and as a member
or equivalent experience.
::iffice - even the student work- of the Associated Women for
'O rs.
Harding. Other hobbies include
ManY' functions are performed cooking and talking on the telei +•-nu- n- 1A1-1111-• -•1t1- -1t1-11-•-111-na-uai-111-••-•-•11-•-•11'Jy the publicity and publication~ phone.
!
t
I
I
office that are taken for granted
The old adage, "A woman's
by the school. The monthly bul5
=
1etin, the Alumni News, the work is never done," particularly
I
I
1ible Department's Forethoughts. applies in Mrs. Kellar's case. If
at
the
~
programs for lyceums and other you want to see what it's like to
s
I
I
I
special events, promotional ma- keep busy, hang around the
I
terial for the school and other publicity office for a while. It's
similar items come through this tiring just to watch, but it's one
of the most rewarding and fuloffice.
I
~
filling jobs around.
News Releases

WELCOME

CH 5-2875

*

Application forms and information for students currently enrolled in Harding College may
be obtained from the campus
Fulbright Program Advisor, Dr.
James L. Atteberry. The deadline for filing applications is Oct.
15, 1965.
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THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark• .

The Institute of InternationaJ
Education reports that the competition for U. S. Government
grants for graduate study or re•
search abroad in 1966-67, or
for study and professional training in the creative and perform·
ing arts under the FulbrightHays Act will close shortly.
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Birthday Cakes
Wedding Cakes
All Bakery Specialties

Sept. 29, 1965

Are Due Oct. 15

i IDEAL SHOP
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reshmen Chosen
To lead Cheers

Two new cheerleaders and an
alternate were selected by the
student body from a group of
fifteen hopefuls Thursday, Sept.
24. Receiving the honors were
freshmen Sharon Parker, Marcia
Marks and Stephanie Petway,
alternate.
Majoring in psychology, Sharon
served on her high school executive committee and was a member of the National Honor
Society and the yearbook staff.
She is from Lee's Summitt, Mo.
Marcia is from Clarks Hill,
Ind. A home economics major,
she served as cheerleader, was
on the yearbook staff, was yearbook queen and homemaker of
the year.
Stephanie, a graduate of Harding AcademY', served as cheerleader there and was a member
1m -1111-"+
of National Honor Society. A
i pre-med major, she was a May
§
! Court representative and a member of the Petit Jean staff.
The new cheerers join Sherry
i Balthrop, Diane Holder, Beth
Starling and Janet Hudson to
I complete the 1965-66 squad.

East End
Barber Shop

;

both the areas of financing and
publicizing the w o r k s. h op.
Several clubs have
already
pledged specific contributions to
"Operation Outreach."
"Operation Outreach" is distinctive in that it is designed
not as a workshop for future
missionaries, but as a general
program in world evangelism for
every Christian.

Application Forms
for Study Abroad

i

Vogue aid McCall Patterns

i!

I
I
!i
I
!i

West Side of Square

i

123 North Spring
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Social Clubs Elect Officers, Honor Queens and Beaux
William Tucker as club beau for
the year, and Mrs. Jane Sharp
will again be sponsor.
Officers for the fall semester
are Kareen Light, president; Ann
Camp, vice-president; and Sherry
Butler, secretary- treasurer.
TNT
TNT social club held its first
official function of the year Friday night as the members participated in their traditional fall
stag outing. A mountain near
Latona was. the site of the function.
Roasting hot dogs over an open
fire satisfied the boys' appetites.
After supper Mike Moore led
the club in a devotional.
Officers of TNT for the year
are Earl Davidson, president;
Tom Blucker, vice-president;
Dwight Pierce, secretary; Dan
Smith, treasurer; Johnny Vaughan, historian; and Mike Moore,
cha plain.
Zeta P hi Zeta
A bunking party spent in
planning and conmvmg for
pledge week was held by Zeta
Phi Zeta at the apartment of
their sponsor, Miss Winnie BeU.
Karen Donley is serving as
president this semester. Her assistants include Joy Woolard,

OEGE

vice-president; Wanda Martin,
secretary; Dana Rowland, treasurer; Linda Williams, historian ;
and Beth Hemingway, song
leader. Arnold Winter will be the
group's beau this year.

Getting acquainted with their
new club beau, Sherman Shewmaker, a nd t heir new sponsor,
Mrs. Sara Bills, were the objects
of two recent meetings of the
OEGE social club.
Serving as officers this semester are Linda Benson, president;
Marilyn Cape, vice president;
Sharon St ogn er, secretary; and
Officers of Harding' s chapter
Elaine Turn ey, tr easurer.
of Alpha Chi for the 1965-66
Ko Jo K ai
school year were installed last
The officers of Ko Jo Kai for
evening at the home of Dr.
t his year are Carol Prucha,
Joseph Pryor.
president; Dale Philbrick, viceReceiving their charges as ofpresident; Nan cy Ham secreficials of the Arkansas Eta Chaptary-reporter; and Jacque Daniel,
ter were Merlin Prior, president;
treasurer.
Dennis Organ, vice-president;
At t h e begin ning of the semesDoris Bush Clark, secretary; Clifter a coke party was held in
ton Ganus III, treasurer; and
h onor of their new club beau,
Retta Martin , regional r epreJ ere W oodward. Also a work
sentative.
party was held at the home of
Faye Masters is the only other
t heir sponsor, Mrs. B uf o r d
returning member in the honor
Tucker, at which plans were
scholarship organization.
made for pledge week.
Membership in the national
Theta Psi
society is limited to those stuTheta Psi social club had an
dents who have compiled a 3.70
ice cream party Friday, Sept.
grade average on at least 80
20, in the snack bar of the
ELECTED AS CLUB QUEENS are Sherry Balthrop, Mohican, Sandie Smith., Pioneer, and Linda
hours or a 3.50 average on 104
American Heritage Center honorW illiams, Galaxy.
- PHoTo ev MAUDLIN
hours .. One year of Harding r esiing their new sponsor, Mrs.
dence is also required for memJerry Starr, a~d new club beau,
bership in t h e Eta Chapter.
Gary Parrish.
Officers for the year are Faye •:•11111111na1111111111110 111111111111c1111M111111a 111111111111DHllllllllllCJllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllUllllllllllllCJllllllllllllC+
Bush, president; Hallie Robbins, ~
Vines; 0 E G E, Mrs. S a r a Galaxy, Ken Davis, Russ Sim- vice-president; J ean Lewis, secreBy J anice Maxwell
Bills; Omega Phi, Mrs. Ruth mons and Jack Ryan; Koinonia, tary; :Enuna Stanley, treasurer;
The role of the social club Atteberry, Phi Delta, Mrs. Treva Richard Walker; Lambda Sigma,
Carole Steckler, atMetic director;
sponsor is a vital and varied one. Pryor; Regina, Mrs. Bessie Mae Joe Segraves; Mohican, John Pam Bradford , parliamentarian;
~
~
It is not one role but many, for Pryor; Theta Psi, Mrs. Be t t y Prock and Dean Priest.
Barbara Thompson, Interclub ~
~
it becomes the responsibility of Starr; Tofebt, Mrs. Geneva LawPioneer, Clark Stevens; Sigma Council representative; and Terri ~
~
the sponsor to guide an encour- yer; WHC, Mrs. Billy Ray Cox; Tau Sigma, Jack Wood S ears; Cutsh all, historian-reporter.
age t he club as well as oc- Zeta Phi Zeta, Miss Winnie Bell; Sub-T 16, Ed Higginbotham and
Ju Go J u
casionally discipline it.
and Zeta Rho, Mrs. Eloise Wilt Martin; TNT, J oseph Pryor
Weekly w ork parties will ocand Virgil Lawyer; and Theta cupy Ju Go Ju members' time
Not only do the sponsors help Muncy.
The sponsors of the men's Alpha Gamma, Mr. and Mrs. in preparation for pledge week ~
the club members with counsel
~
and guidance but also they open clubs are: Alpha Epsilon Chi, Neale Pryor.
I act_ivities. The girls re-elected ~
~
=
=
th eir homes to them for club Jerry Starr; Alpha Phi Kappa,
Billy
Ray
Cox;
Beta
Phi
Kappa,
meeting and parties. By always
being ready and willing to help, Murray Wilson and Ed Sewell;
the sponsors fill the role often Chi Sigma Alpha, Erle Moore;
missed by the students away Delta Iota, Norman Hughes .
from home - that of the inOthers are Frater Sodalis,
terested adult who helps them Jerome Barnes and Andy Ritchie;
with their problems.
Although sponsoring a club Northern Lights Group
can be a time-consuming job,
it can also be a very rewarding Holds Tuesday Meetings
activity. It is rewarding ii the
Northern Lights Mission Club,
club members cooperate with a group designed for students
their sponsor and make his job who plan to live in the northern
121 North Spring
Highwa y 67 East
as enjoyable as possible.
United States or Canada in any
The sponsors of the women's capacity, held the first of its
social clubs are: Beta Tau regular Tuesday night meetings
! J11 1111111111rn11111111111rn11111111111cJ111111111111n 1111111111rn11 11111111rn 11 11 11111111n 11111 11111rn1111111111mJ111111111 111n1 111111111!
Gamma, Mrs. Ruth Bearden; Sept. 21.
Delta Chi Omega, Mrs. Betty
After a devotional led by coDavis; Gata, Mrs. George E . sponsors Andy T. Ritchie and
Baggett; Ju Go Ju, Mrs . Jane Jack Ryan, the group discussed
Sharp; Kappa Delta, Mrs. Irene plans for their exhibit at the
W E INVITE YOU TO SEE
Puckett; Tri-Kappa, Mrs. Louise forthcoming Mission Workshop
Ganus; Kappa Phi, Mrs. Bar hara and the year's program.
Altman; Ko Jo Kai, Mrs. Ermal
Fifty students were present
THE LATEST IN FOOT WEAR
Tucker.
for the meeting. Any
Also Las Companeras, Mrs. students are invited
Russ Simmons; MEA, Mrs . Bernie meetings.
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RESTAURANT
• Priva te Di ni ng Room
for Banquets and Parties
• Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner
• Sunday Buffet
MR. AND MRS. W . H. McMIKLE
PHONE CH 5-3596

I

THOMPSON'S SHOES

"Welcome Students"

MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS
"Home of the Free Hour of Be :~1~:
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ROBERSON'S
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Clear,iers

• For your Convenience on Campus
• Remember Dry Cleaning (Special)

Two for the Price of One on like items

We want Y 0 UR Business

Harriers Aim for Third Title

Sept. 29, 1965

Clark Calls His Crop 'Best Ever'
By Don Johnson

Dr. Robert T . Clark, Harding's
cross.-country; coach, says,, "You
don't get good without running
the best," so he 's out to do both.
He has scheduled meets with
such powerhouses as, Abilene
Christian, Murray State Teachers,
Southeast Missouri, Oklahoma
City University and Oklahoma
Baptist University. For good
measure, if the team develops
sufficiently, he wants to go to
the National Federated Meet
where only the best teams in
all classes are invited.
Dr. Clark, in discussing the
season's record, says, "We may
loose more, but we'll be better
than we've ever been." He relies
on the good teams to help the
Bisons and says that those clubs
are "doing us a favor by running
us."
Best Group Ever
According to Clark, this is the
best group he's ever coached,

DO ALL YOUR
GROCERY SHOPPING
AT

White House
Grocery &
Market

and he's been doing it off and
on since 1937. He calis them the
top that he's had in "morale,
push and potential."
The times are better now than
they were at the end of last season, and Dr. Clark says that
"I'm faced with a problem that
I'm happy about: who am I
gonna run? I could pick any
seven of the 14 and have the
best team I've ever had."
In most meets here he will
run both teams, and on at least
one day one team will be in one
meet and the other in another.
Each meet will be a dual one on
October 9: here against Chritian Brothers CoHege and at
Clinton, Miss., against Miss.i ssippi
College.
Season's Biggest Meet
The biggest meet of the season
will be October 2, when Abilene,
Murray State, Southeast Missouri
and some AIC schools will come
to the Searcy Country Club for
an invitational. The Country
Club is about two miles west of
town on Highway 16.
Dr. Clark said that Harding
wouM have to be seeded fourth
in that meet, and he hopes that
the Big 3 will "push our team
over the hump," as Oklahoma
City and Murray State did laat
year for Harding's track team.
But he doesn't want to be overconfident about the rest of the
AIC. "No telling how much they
may have improved."
The best high schools in the
state will run a two mile crosscountry race at 10:30 that day.
The college run will be at 11:00.
Coach Clark said that Harding's workouts probably "are

shorter than those of any school
we'll run. The boys have so
much work to do."
So they work out in the
country for about 40 minutes, six
days weekly. They run hard for
four to eight miles up and down
the roads .. Coronary Mountain, a
steep hill, is one of the proving
grounds that will be: relied on
more if the team gets by the AIC
Meet in good shape. The course
in Omaha has eight hills that are
almost as bad.
Coach Clark's life has been
made easier by the arrival of
nine freshman, the best fledgling
~rop he's had. Two of them, Jim
°jrawford and Fred McClish,
:ombine with veteran Cliff Clark,
to make three milers who have
un the mile under 4:20.
Cliff and Crawford alternate in
beating each other at all distances. They recently finished
in a dead heat over two miles on
flat ground; the' time was 9:15.
Fred McClish has a twin
brother, Bill. Dr. Clark was
afraid they would alternate in
practice· because he couldn't tell
them apart, so "I made Bill come
out so Fred couldn't trick me."
Fred, the frosh captain, is among
the top seven, and Bill is de·v elopingi fast.
Bruce Henson ran a 4:24 in
his junior year at Harding Academy, and Dr. Clark expects him
to be really good about midOctober. Dick Shenfeld, who,
along with the McClishes, is. from
Indiana, is also among the top

FAMILY
SHOE
STORE

Photographs
• Club Groups
• Club banquets
• Weddings

Featuring
BLACK AND WHITE
OR COLOR

Rand and Randcraft
Shoes for Men

CALL OR SEE

Fiancees

HERMAN
WEST

Miss Wonderful

CH 5-6161, Ext. 341

Poll Parrot Shoes

HARDING COLLEGE PRESS

For Children

Res. CH 5-3965
200 North Spring

Koinonia, Lambda Lead Club Softball
By Johnny Vaughan
In small club softball action
Saturday, routs were the order
of the day as there were no close
contests.. Koinonia, Galaxy, Chi
Sigma and Lambda Sigma all
scored virtually at will and won
handily.
Of the small clubs, only
Koinonia and Lambda S.igma
remain undefeated .
Errors in key situations plagued Sigma Tau as they handed
Koinonia thirteen unearned runs .
Koinonia, taking advantages of
every opportunity, bashed out
nineteen hits while winning by
a 19-9 margin. John Tucker had
five hits for Koinonia.
Timely hitting plus the effective pitching of Max Carter
carried Galaxy to a 9-0 verdict
over Frater Sodalis in a losers'
bracket game. Carter allowed
only three hits while his teammates backed him with errorless play. Mike Neal and Eddie
McCleHan each belted a home
run for Galaxy.
Chi Sig defeated Delta Iota
13-6 in another losers' bracket
game. The contest was marred
by the wildness of both pitchers

as 21 bases on balls were issued
between them. Jack Thorn led
Chi Sig with two hits while Paul
Pitt collected two for the Deltamen.
Wildness also contributed to
the downfall of Pioneer as they
fell to Lambda Sigma, 14-3.
Pioneer hurler Lavon Carter
walked thirteen Lambdas·, and
nine of them eventually scored.
Tight pitching by Lam b d a
Sigma's Ron Young and a good
Lambda defense were the deciding factors in the game. Larry
Davis paced the hitters with
three singiles.

New Ragtag Scoreboard
Added for lntramurals
After 10 years of use, the old
flip-type scoreboard at Intramural Field is no more.
It's been replaced by a big
model that is much easier to
read than the one at Alumni
Field. It's a scoreboard with
lights on a black background
that gives the time and the quarter. The lower half, which wasn't
bought, would give the down and
the yards to go.

For All Your Needs

SHOP IN MODERN CONVENIENCE

Shop and Save

Radio & Television Servicenter

at

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
FURNITURE - APPLIANCES

BEN FRANKLIN'S

"Arkansas' Most Dependable Radio and TV Service"
1201 EAST RACE

seven and will be an excellent
middle distance runner on the
track.
Wayne Huey is working into
shape, and Dr. Clark expects him
to help in cross-country and
track. John Thompson came to
Dr. Clark and said that he wanted to run. "He's one of the
ones you don't know anything
about until he comes out, but
he'll be a good one," says Dr.
Clark.
John Moon has had foot trouble that has slowed his workouts.
He was a two miler in high
school. Dr. Clark says that Larry
Headley is one of the hardest
workers on the team and that
"with his desire to get good, he
will."
Mike Lawyer and William
Forsythe have also gone out for
the team. Lawyer will likely
high-jump next spring; Forsythe
has run cross-country before but
has laid off for a couple of
years.
Lettermen
There are five lettermen on
the team, and the captain is
Jerry Brown. The others are
J€rry Baker, Cliff Clark, Phil
Merrell and Ken Ellingwood.
Phil Griffin is now eligible
after his transfer from Middle
Tennessee Teachers and is counted among the top seven. He recently won a half-mile run.
Dr. Clark aims for his team
to finish among the top five in
the NAIA. If no one gets hurt
it could well do it.
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f?1DELINE
~ SIDl:LIGHTS BY DON JOHNSON

Things Look Brighter in the Crystal Ball

.

It was at Homecoming two years ago, when the B1s'?ns
belted Millsaps, 39-0, that Harding put on a real offens~ve
show at Searcy. They went two seasons before presentmg
another last Saturday night.
Although Harding lost, we believe it foretells better days.
Last year the Bisons' defense
wasn't so bad, but the offense
was terrible. It took the team
seven games to score 27 points;
this year they've gotten 35 in
two.
Maybe this year the offense is
going to score enough to win
some of those close ones that
plagued Harding last year. In
only one game, a 27-6 loss to
Arkansas Tech, did Harding lose
by more than two touchdowns.
The season record should be
better than last year's 2-8 mark,
but even if it isn't it's better to
lose 28-14 than 14-0. For the
fans, any;way.
HARDING CONTROLLED the
ball against Southern State. The
Bisons controlled everything but
the scoreboard, and they probably would have had that, too,
if there had been another quarter.
Harding gained 298 yards on
the ground and 65 through the
air; Southern State picked up
127 on the ground and 86 by
passing, Jimmy Howard carried
23 times for 147 yards, gaining
more than the entire Southern
State ground game.
But the Bisons didn't win; they
lost because of a few errors and
failure, in a couple of spots, to
get the big yard at the clutch
moment .. Once the Bisons fumbled and lost it on the enemy 23
early in the second period ..
PASSING DEALT HARDING
the death blow, because three
of them were picked off. One resulted in a touchdown in the
second period wren Tom Collins
mixed us up with an interception on the Bison 37 .. That set up
Jim Leonard's 20 yard touchdown burst, when all of the
Bisons went the wrong way at
the wrong time.
The other interception led
directly to a touchdown when
W. E. Hawthorne grabbed
another pass on the 33 and
rambled down the sideline.
Harding caught fire then and
looked the way we always
thought they could. Gail Mote
was hitting the middle with some
success because Jimmy Howard
and Kenny Glass were running
'em ragged around the ends. At
the end the Bisons even showed
the makings of a good passing
DISTRIBUTOR
WANTED
No Competition. To service and set
up new accounts in exclusive territory.
Investment secured by fast moving
inventory of amazing plastic coating
used on all types of surfaces interior
or exterior. Eliminates waxing when
applied to any type of floor. Eliminates all painting when applied to
wood, metal or concrete surfaces.
Minimum Investment - $500
Maximum Investment - $1 2,000
For details write or call:
Phone: 314 AX 1-1500
Merchandising Division
P. 0. Box 66
St. Ann, Missouri 63074

attack whn Donnie Cox picked a
pass off the grass and took off
for 50 yards.
HARDING PLAYS OUACIHTA
Baptist University here Saturday night, and we've recovered
enough from that defeatist ittitude we had last year to think
that the Bisons might take this
one. Ouachita is tough this year,
and they'rn likely pretty heady
after dumping ASTC 10-0 at Arkadelphia.
The Tigers don't play too well
against Harding. The two have
played six games; there have
been two wins for each team
and two ties. The Tigers have two
straight shutouts and are probably feeling their oats .. They may
choke on them, since they hadn't
beaten Teachers in 10 years.
The Harding offense looks good
this year .. The defense is growing
up. The most important asset so
far, though, has been the team's
spirit. If it and everything else
holds out, something's gotta give.
It may be the Tigers by 20-13.
THERE ARE TWO other conference games this weekend, the
headliner Arkansas Tech at
Southern State. The Wonder
Boys fell behind Arkansas A&M
20-0 last week at Russellville before scoring two touchdowns and
just falling short in a bid for a
third in the last minute. That
surprised us, but we'll stick with
them and give them the nod
over the Muleriders, 21-13.
Ozarks visits Conway to play
ASTC, and this one is easy. Both
lost last week, the Mountaineers
coming up on the short end of
a 45-0 clash with Henderson. It
shouldn't be that bad, but they'll
be on the short end of this one,
too.
A&M and Henderson play nonconf erence foes this· week. Mississippi College visits Monticello
and should lose by a touchdown.
We'U give Henderson the nod
over Austin College from Sherman, Tex.

Orioles, Dodgers Claim
Victories in lntramurals
In the only two intramural
softball games last week the
Orioles slipped by the Giants
12-8 and the Dodgers defeated
the Yanks 17-6.
Heavy rains washed out other
action.
Winning pitcher Dave Fouss
not only led the Orioles with
consis.t ent pitching, but also batted four hits to assist the
Orioles in reaching their victory.
Spider Perkins led the way for
the Giants with two hits.
For the Dodgers Dale Turner
set the pace by slamming a home
run. Keith Straughn supported
them with three hits that helped
bring their total number of runs
to 17.
Al Eldridge and Pete Roberson led the efforts of the Yanks
with a triple each. Dale AHison
was the winning pitcher over
the Yanks' Al Moore.
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DELIGHT
BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL
Bill's Frozen Delight
SPECIAL

$.19 HAMBURGERS

i

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
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Barber Shop

TWO BARBERS TO SERVE YOU
•

JEFF WILKERSON

•

DEAN POOLE

COUPON

Must Have Coupon For Discount

~

?no~e':.ti

Highway 67 East

Next to Bowling Alley

Ii
~

ACROSS CORNER FROM WHITE HOUSE CAFE

BILL'S FROZEN

Across From Echo Haven

$.24 MILK SHAKES
SEPTEMBER 30 -

OCTOBER 3

5

"See You in Our Barber Shop
Saturday and in Church Sunday"

6

*

~ ···~ IBisons Tackle Tigers I-I ere Saturday

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

s•• •••

By Don Johnson
Two vastly improved clubs will
meet here Saturday night when
Harding's Bisons take on the
Tigers of Ouachita Baptist University at Alumni Field.
Last year the Tigers won two,
lost four and tied one in finishing in sixth place in the AIC.
The Bisom~ finished below them
in seventh with a 1-6 record.
This year the Tigers have a
2-0 record and haven't been
scored upon. In their first game
they pounded Southeas.t Oklahoma 26-0. The Oklahoma club
was the same quad that had
beaten Southern State by two
touchdowns the week before.

Dry Field Pushes
Ragtag Scores Up
MELVIN JERNIGAN (75) LOOKS LONGINGLY at the ball he can't reach. Tom Collins (80) of
Southern State intercepted it to set up the Mu leriders' seeond touchdown last Saturday in the
Mulerider!l 26-19 victory. Harding's Jim Gowen moves in to help.
- PHoTo ev MAUDLIN

Bison Surge Falls Short, 26-19
By Doug McBride
Barring excuses, the Harding
College Bisons lost to the Southern State College Muleriders 2619 here Saturday night.
Southern State S'Cored early
in the first quarter when quarterback Johnny Tune cleared 42
yards to pay dirt around right
end. The PAT attempt was valid,
and the Riders led 7-0.
Scoring ceased until the secon d quarter when Mulerider Tom
Collins grabbed a Harding airway< attempt. Two plays later,
Jim Leonard covered the 20
yard s between the line of scrimmage and the line of greatest
value for the Muleriders' second
touchdown of the night. Rusty
Kauffman's extra point try failed, but Harding trailed 13-0. The
half-time buzzer found the score
still at 13-0.
Another Swipe

back a total of 48 yards. Southern State was penalized twice at
15 yards per setback.
Harding's defense forced the
Riders to punt seven times . McCall booted the ball a total of 238
yards for a 34 yard average.
. .
.
.
Dickie De.an punted fiv~ times
for the Bisons, averagmg 36
yards per punt for total of 180
yards.
It was All-AIC prospect Jim
Howard who led the Bisons in
rushing. Howard carried 23
times, racking up 145 yards.
Mote followed with 75 yards in
21 tries. Kenny Glass carried 11
times, gaining 56 yards.
SSC's leading ball carrier was
Jim Leonard. The Rider halfback carried 11 times for 55
yards.
Mulerider fullback J . T. Chas-

split the uprights. Th e S{!Ore
stood and still stands at 26-19,
SSC.
Harding out-rushed the Muleriders with a total yardage of
366 yards. The Riders gained 211
yards. The Bisons had 14 first
downs. SSC had only eight. Harding had control of the ball for
77 plays; Southern State possessed the pigskin for 54 plays.
The Bisons passed 14 times,
completing four for a total of
68 yards.. SSC also passed 13
times, connecting with eight for
a total of 85 yards.

tain was held to only 27 yar ds in
National League
0
12 carried. In Southern State's Packers ....................... ..... 2
game with Livingston of Ala- Lions .. .......... .................... 1
1
barn a, Chastain carrie d 28 times Browns .... ..................... ..... 1
1
2
for 165 yards.
Colts .... ........ .. .. .... ........... .. . 0
- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - -- - -- -- - -

Standings as of Sept. 20 are

2
1
1
1

IF YOU ARELOOKING
FOR SOMETHING NEW
IN WINDOW STYLING

Mote, Howard Roll

With last week's rain-soaked
field finally dried out, the "fast"
intramural gridiron produced Friday night some high-scoring contests, as well as a couple of
close thrillers.
In the opening game the
Packers rambled by the Browns
38-16. It was a wild contest
featuring long runs, passes and
toss-back passes.
The Bills squeaked by the hapless Colts 18-16 as the Colts lost
their second game by the same
two-point margin.
Using an explosive running
game, the Chargers buried the
Lions 40-18 for their second
straight win.
In the final contest the J ets
reversed their 8-0 setback the
previous week with an 8-0 victory
over the Oilers. The Jet secondary held ace Oiler passer Billy J
Jones to two short completions. 1
as follows:
American League
Chargers .. .. ... ........ .. ........ ...
Jets ......... ..........................
Bills ............ · · .. · ............ .. .. ·
Oilers ............. ....... . .. .. ...

Charlie Williams. They move well
through the air, with Frank
Spainhour aiming most of his
throws at end Jack Mills. Both
seniors were among the leaders
in the AIC in passing and receiving, respectively.

Gail Mot e led t he Bisons in
the first game w ith 100 yards in
18 carr ies . He a dded 7 4 stripes to
his tot al in the second contest,
but the big ground gainer was
Jimmy Howard, w ho chalked up
147 yards. Howard gained most
of his yardage around t h e ends;
as did Kenny Glass .
Last year Ha rdin g posed little
threat ouside, but th is year the
corn er is being turned often.
The outside gam e has also opened up t h e middle for th e plunges
of Mote.
The Tigers have a good running ga m e, anch ored by little

Late in the third quarter Harding again sliced into the SSC
lead with fullback Gail Mote's
two-yard plunge into the end
zone. The PAT try was again in
vain, but the Bisons trailed by
only seven points, 19-12.
Before Harding could close the
gap, SSC scored again on a
Johnny Tune pass to Travis Giles.
who continued into the end zone '
from 47 yards out to make the
score 25-12. Kauffman's kick
found its mark and the Donkeys
then led 26-12.
.
Fwnble Sets Up Third
Harding's middle line backer,
Don Sinquifield, recovered a
fumble deep in donkey ground
to set up the Bisons' third touchdown
of the contest. Jim
Howard skipped around right end
for the six points. Cox's kick

Another intercepted pass in
the third quarter gave the Muleriders their third TD of the
game. This time SSC's W . E.
Hawthorne cut off the pigskin on
the Bisons' own 22 yard line,
and raced into the end zone to
provide the Mules with a 19-0
margin. The extra point try failed.
A determined Harding Bison
team retaliated with a five-play
scoring march that ended with
Jim Howard racing 54 yards for
Penalties Hurt Harding
the Bisons' first score of the
contest. Donnie Cox's extra point
Penalties plagued the Bisons
try went wide. The score stood at inopportune times on six dif19-6.
ferent occasions, setting them

Beat Bears 10-0
In their first conference game
last Saturday night, Ouachita
kept the ASTC Be ars penned up
through most of the game and
came out with a 10-0 win.
It was the ir first victory over
Teachers in 10 years and was
the first time in five seasons
that t he Bears had been shut
out.
Harding opened its season on
the plus side of th e le dger for
the first time in three years with
a 16-13 win over Nor thwestern
State College in Alva, Ok la. Last
w eek t h e Bisons controlled the
game w it h Southern Stat e but
lost because of t w o intercepted
passes and a drive -killing fumble.

The Invisible Tape Blind
You will love thi s new slenderized
Venetia n Bli nd wit h the narrow slats
and almost invisible tapes.
When open-a vi ew as clea r as the
open wi ndow. Indeed, t his is new
window styling. Let us show
you t he new Riviera by
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SOUTHWEST CORNER
COURT SQUARE

Bargains Galore
At

FRED'S DOLLAR STORE
For Women
Skirts -

Wool, Cord uroy, Cotton ........ $3 .00

Sweaters -

Mohair, Wool .. ... ..... ..... . .. ..

3 .00
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WHITE COUNTY LANES ~=

§ • Join Intramu ral Prog ram

~

• Bowl

11

§

3 11 Games for $1.00 anytime when

I • ~!h~.,'J~~!':~reshman
I~ 22~2e~::,
Race

and Transfer St uCH 5-2242

Enjoy America's No . 1 Pa rticipating Family Sport

~

I
I~

Fo r Men
Dress Shoes ..... .... .......... .. ................... $3 .00
Sweaters .. . .. . ... .. .. . . .. ..... .. . .. ... .. . . ... ... . . . . . .

3 .00

Save Up to 50 % on All Toiletries
Across Co rn e r fro m Mayfair Hotel
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WEDNESDAY through SATURDAY

Ladies Skate Free
on Mon d ay an d Tu esday Nights

A LL SKATERS
SUN DAY through TUE!-'- DAY
MIY

Mii

trn:

""'- JOHN WAYNE . ...&,..:i:
...,.- KIRK DOUGLAS 111\ 1'
~ PATRICIA NEAL
Jlllf"" MM TRYON
lt ·PAULA PRENTISS
BRANDON deWllDE
Jill HAWORTH
AN.
DANA ANDREWS orro
~.~HENRY FONDA: :~MINGER

**

$.60 Th urs d a y Nig ht and Sun day A fter noon
$. 75 Frid ay and Satu rda y Nights

SKATELAND ROLLER RINK
East a t the " Y"

Life's a picnic when you're refreshed.
\ Coca-Cola, with its cold crisp taste,
is always just right,
never too sweet ... refreshes best.
things

go

b~~th

Coke
,..,,_.

C a ll Us Fo r Private Pa rties
CH 5-9707

CH 5-2190

llottled under the authority of Tha Coca-Cola Company by1

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
SEARCY, ARKANSAS
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